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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a definition given by Muldowney [ll], the nth order linear differen- 
tial equation 
y(n)+ f pi(t) y(“-i)=o, (1) 
i=l 
is right disfocal on an interval I, if the only solution of (1) satisfying 
Y (i-i)(ti) = 0, 1 6 i SG n, where t, G ... < t, belong to Z, is the trivial 
solution. We will be concerned with integral conditions which are sufficient 
for the right disfocality of (1) on an interval [a, cc), for a > 0 suhiciently 
large. 
Partial motivation for considering this question are works which have 
dealt with the eventual disconjugacy or the eventual disfocality of (1); to 
name only a few of these works, see [l-4, 6-10, 13-181 and references 
listed therein. We will be primarily concerned with establishing results for 
the right disfocality of (1) which are analogous to some of the results 
obtained by Willett [17] and Trench [14-151. In particular, Willett [17] 
proved that, if pl, . . . . P”E C[O, co) and 
wfk--l 
ipktf)i dt< 00, l<k<n, (2) 
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then (1) is eventually disconjugate. Then in a couple of later papers, 
Trench [l&15] gave integral conditions weaker than (2) sufficient for the 
eventual disconjugacy of (1). 
Now, Muldowney [ 1 l] proved that (1) is right disfocal on I= [a, h], iff 
there exists a fundamental set of solutions {u,, . . . . un} of (1) on I such that 
the Wronskians 
pjqu$j- 1) ) . ..) z&‘))>O, 1 <j<n-k+ 1, 1 <k<n, (3) 
on I. It follows that 
is right disfocal on [a, co), for any a > 0, since the fundamental set of 
solutions {ul, . . . . u,} defined by 
n i 
ui(r)=(-l)i-l cnf-il!t 1 <i<n, 
satisfies the Muldowney criteria (3) on [a, co). As a consequence, it follows 
immediately from (3) that, if there exists a fundamental set of solutions 
(0 1, . . . . v,} of (1) satisfying 
W(Zll/-” 3 ..*, up 1’) = W(ui’-“, . ..) up-“)(l + o(l)), 
ldjdn-k+l, l<k<n, (4) 
then (1) is right disfocal on [r, co), for z sufficiently large. 
In Section 2, we prove that under the Willett integrability conditions (2), 
there is a family of solutions {u,, . . . . V, > of (1) satisfying (4). Such a family 
of solutions can be shown to exist under weaker conditions, but our reason 
for inclusion of the arguments is because of an interesting application of a 
topological transversality method due to Granas [S]. Then in Section 3, it 
is shown that the weaker integrability conditions given by Trench [15] 
also imply that (1) is right disfocal on [a, co), for a sufficiently large. 
2. WILLETT CONDITIONS AND RIGHT DISFOCALITY 
In this section, we show that if the Wiilett conditions (2) are satisfied, 
then (1) is right disfocal on [a, co), for some a > 0. Our establishing this 
involves showing the existence of fixed points of appropriate mappings, 
which we accomplish through a topological transversality method of 
Granas [S]. The following definitions and first two lemmas appear in [S]. 
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DEFINITIONS. Assume all topological spaces are Hausdorff. Let Y be a 
topological space, A c Xc Y and A closed in X. 
(i) A continuous mapping f: X + Y is compact if f(x) is compact. 
(ii) h: [0, l] xX + Y is a compact homotopy if h is a homotopy and 
if for each I E [0, 11, h ( A x X = frA is compact. 
(iii) f: X+ Y is admissible with respect to A if f is compact and SjA 
is fixed point free. Let MA(X, Y) denote the class of admissible mappings 
with respect to A. 
(iv) ~EM~(X, Y) is inessential if there exists gfM,(X, Y) such 
that fl,4 = g( A and g is fixed point free on X. Otherwise, f~ MA( X, Y) is 
essential. 
(v) A compact homotopy h: [0, l] x X -+ Y is admissible if for each 
,l E [O, 11, hA is admissible. Two mappings f, g E M,(X, Y) are homotopic in 
M,(X, Y), f - g, if there exists an admissible homotopy h : [0, 11 x X + Y 
such that h,= g and h, =f: 
(vi) F* denotes the class of topological spaces which have the fixed 
point property for compact maps. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Y be a connected space belonging to F*, let Xc Y be 
closed, and let A = 8X. Zf f: X --, Y is a constant mapping (i.e., f(x) = p, for 
all x E X), and p E X\A, then f is essential. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let Y be a convex topological space and let A and X be as in 
Lemma 2.1. Assume f w g in MA(X, Y). Then f is essential iff g is essential. 
Following the construction in [ 151, for each 0 < k <n - 1, define 
Bk(tO)= {yEC”-‘[to, oo)(y”‘(t)=O(tk-‘),O~j~n-l}, 
to 3 0, and define a norm 1) JJk on Bk( to) by 
1 
n-l 
llullk= lIYllk(4J=SuP c t’-kl.Jw)l 
t2tO j-0 I 
Then (Bk( to), I) II ,J is a Banach space. Also, let 
My= i pi(t) y(“-? 
i= 1 
If we assume that pl, . . . . p,, E C[O, a) satisfy the Willett co’ 
and if we define the mappings 
(21, 
(T,,y)(t)= 1 +I,, ‘;;;f:“,’ (MY)b) ds, 
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and for 1 dk,<n- 1, 
then it follows that Tk: B,(r,) --f B,(t,), 0 <k < n - 1; see the proof of 
Theorem 2 in [ 151. 
We argue now that each Tk has a fixed point in Bk(fO) which can be 
easily shown to be a solution of (1) on (to, co) and can also be extended to 
a solution on (0, co). For the purpose of using the Granas topological 
methods, we will first be concerned with establishing a priori bounds 
(independent of A), on fixed points of the associated mappings 
Fi : Bk( to) -+ Bk( to) defined by 
and for 1 <k<n-- 1, 
LEMMA 2.3. Assume that p, , . . . . pn E C[O, co) satisfy (2). Assume that, 
for some 06 k<n- 1, there exists R,>O such that (( y/lk < Rkr for all 
solutions y E Bk( to) of y = Ti y, for all 0 < 2 Q 1. Then y = Tk y has at least 
one solution in B,Jt,,). 
ProoJ: Let Y=B,(t,), let X= {yEB,(t,)l I(yl(,<R,}, and let A=aX. 
Define T: [0, l] xX+ Y by 
(ifk=O, define T(I, y)=l+l J? ((t-s)~-‘/(n-l)!) (My)(s)ds). 
It can be shown from the integrability conditions (2) that, for each 
0 <A 6 1, T,: X + Y is a compact map. (Note that with respect to the 
notation of definition (ii), Ti = Ti on X.) Further, since all solutions y E Y 
of y = Ti y satisfy )( y/J k < R1, each TI is admissible. Thus T is an admissible 
homotopy and T, - Tt . 
Now T,, E P/k!, and ((tk/k!((k < Rk implies tk/k! E X\A. Thus by 
Lemma 2.1, T, is essential and it follows in turn from Lemma 2.2 that T, is 
essential. But T, = T’ T,, and hence y = Tk y has at least one solution in 
Bkftcd. 
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THEOREM 2.4. Assume that pl, . . . . pn~ C[O, 00) satisfy (2). Then for 
each 0 < k <n - 1, there exists a fixed point y E Bk(tO) of the mapping T,. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.3, it suffices to show that for each 0 <k d n - I, 
there exists Rk > 0 such that 1) y(lk < Rk, for all solutions y E Bk(tO) of 
y= Tty, for all O<lg 1. 
First, let 1 <k <n - 1 be given and assume that for some 0 < A< 1, 
y E Bk( to) is a solution of y = Ti y. ‘Then, for each 0 < j < k - 1, 
y(‘)(t) = 
and 
y’k’(t) = I+ I j,m ;n-:;I;,: (MY)(S) ds. 
Furthermore, for k + 1 d j 6 n - 1, 
y(i)(t)='j, (n-j-l)! 
m lt -d"-j-' (My)(s) &, 
and (5) 
y’“‘(t) = -1(My)( t). 
If we define g(t)=C;=, tiP’lpi(t)l, then 
5 
00 
S 
I 
‘-‘-I icl lpi(s)1 Iy’“-“(s)( ds=jra f sip1 lpi(s)1 ~~-~-~ly+~)(s)) ds 
i=l 
co n 
< 
I c 
s’-’ lpi(s)1 Ilrlld~) ds 
I i=l 
= 
s 
O” g(s) ll~llk(s) ds. 
I 
Consequently, for 0 < j < k - 1, 
tk- I f-i 
‘(k-j)!(k-j)! ’ 
t> t,. 
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Hence, for Odjdli- I, 
1 1 tj-klp(t)l G-...-- 
(k-j)! +(n-k- l)! (k-j)! Lo i‘ -/. h) ii.dlk(s) LI’S, t> t,, 
and 
n-k-l 
l.P’(t)l 6 1 + 1X @s-k- l)! IWY)(S)l ds 
s 
I 
m  gb) 11 .d kb) 
<l+, +k-l)lds 
1 
G1+(n-k-l)! to 1 cc g(s) llvll,&) & tat,. 
On the other hand, for k+ 1 <j<n- 1, 
tj-k(YU)(t)l gtfi-k 
I j 
,_ (;n-j-;;,’ WW(.r)( ds 
s 
lx s n-j-l Gtjpk , (n-j- l)! I( d 
i 
O” s n-k--l 
< I (n-j- 1 )! I( ds 
1 
6 
(n-j-l)! , 5 m  g(s) li~llk(s) ds 
1 
< 
(n-j-l)! to i O” g(s) II rll,As) 4 tart,. 
Forming a sum above and then taking the supremum, 
Iidtk= Ilrilk(fO)~ f -!- 
j=lJ Ck-j)! 
[ 
k 1 n-1 1 
+ j:0(n-k-l)! (k-j)!+j=;+I (n-j-l)! r0 Ii O3 g(s) Ilvll,h) ds. 
By a Gronwall inequality, 
ilsdik = Il~llk(tO) < i 
(j=O &> 
([ 
k n-1 
x exp 
j?. (n-k- :,! (k-j)!+j=;+, (n-j- 1) ’ !]j-: g(s)d+ (6) 
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Thus, if Rk is any constant greater than the expression on the right side of 
inequality (6), it follows that the fixed point y satisfies I(y(Jk< Rk. By the 
choice of 1, it follows that (1 ~(1, < Rk, for every solution y E Bk(fO) of 
y = PL y, for all 0 < 1, < 1. Applying Lemma 2.3, the proof is complete for 
l<k<n--1. 
For the case when k = 0, if y E B,( to) is a solution of y = Tt y, for some 
O<A< 1, then 
and for 1 <j<n-- 1, 
Arguing as above, 
and for 1 <j<n- I, 
t’ly”‘(t)l 6 l jm 
(n-j-l)! r0 g(s) II Y II o(s) & 
so that 
n-1 
IIyllo= IIYllo(G.4~ 1 + c l j=. (n-j- I)! ,. g(s)l’yl’o(s) ds’ Jrn 
It follows that 
llyllodexp C ( 
n-l 
j=. (n-;- l)! jt; g@) h)* 
If R. is a constant greater than the right-hand side of (7), then J( yl(, < Ro. 
In particular, II ~(1, c Ro, for every solution y E B,(t,) of y = Tt y, for all 
0 < A < 1. Again by Lemma 2.3, the mapping To has a fixed point in B,(t,). 
This completes the proof. 
We now establish the result concerning the right disfocality of (1) on 
some [a, co). 
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THEOREM 2.5. Assume that p, , . . . . pn E C[O, x) satisfv (2). Then there 
exists a > 0 such that (1) is right disfocal on [a, s ). 
Proof: For each 0 <k d n - 1, let yk( t) E Bk( to) be a fixed point of T, 
given by Theorem 2.4. Then 
and from line (5) in the above proof yp) = -My, on (to, co); i.e., yk(t) 
satisfies (1) on (to, co) and furthermore can be extended over (0, 00) as a 
solution of (1). 
It follows from the arguments made in the papers by Trench [14-151 
that, for each 0 < k <n - 1, 
tk-J 
-(1+0(l)), 
(k-j)! 
O<j<k, 
yV’( t) = 
k-J 4t 13 k+l<j<n-1. 
If We set u,(t)=(-l)‘-’ ynpi, 1 <i<n, then 
‘,ty;,:-j(l+o(l)), O<j<n-i, 
,!J)( t) = 
O(f-;-i), n-i+l<j<n-1, 
and, furthermore, the family {u,, . . . . u,} satisfies (4); i.e., 
pquli-l) d-l)) = W(U~- l), . . . . +I))(1 +0(l)), , ..‘> k 
l<j<n-k+l, l<k<n. 
From the Muldowney condition (3), it follows that (1) is right disfocal on 
[a, co), for a sufficiently large. 
A number of boundary value problems for (1) fall into categories 
between the conjugate type and the right focal type. Muldowney [12] 
defined a rather broad such class as right (m, ; . . . ; m,) focal type problems 
for (1) and then proved a number of results in terms of what he called right 
(m,; . . . ; m,) invertibility for (1). For this class of boundary problems, it 
follows from Rolle’s theorem that right disfocality of (1) on an interval I 
implies right (m, ; . . . ; mr) invertibility of (1) on I, and hence we trivially 
have the following. 
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COROLLARY 2.6. Assume p, , . . . . pn~ C[O, 00) satisfy (2). Then (1) is 
right (m 1 ; . . . ; m,) invertible on [a, co ), for a sufficiently large. 
3. TRENCH CONDITIONS AND RIGHT DISFOCALITY 
Trench [14-15-j gave conditions weaker than (2) sufficient for the even- 
tual disconjugacy of (1). In this section, we state a theorem under the same 
conditions as Trench [ 151 establishing that (1) is right disfocal [a, 00 ), for 
some a>O. We include only some remarks concerning the proof of the 
theorem. 
It is proven in [15] that, if PE C(0, co) and J” t”-‘p(t) dt converges 
(perhaps conditionally), and if Z,,(t; p) = p(t), then Zj(t; p) = fy Zj- ,(s; p) 
ds, 1 < j < k, converge. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose pl, . . . . pn E C(0, co ). Let the integrals 
I m tk-’ pk(t) dt, l<k<n, 
converge, and 
I m  tzk-L(f; pk)i dt< 00, l,<k<n. 
Then (1) is right disfocal on [a, oo), for a sufficiently large. 
Remarks Concerning the Proof With Bk(t,,) as defined in the previous 
section, and mappings Tk : Bk( to) + Bk( to) given by 
(T,,y)(t)=(-l)“-‘+Jc’= (;;;);;‘(My)(s)ds, 
and for 1 <k<n- 1, 
then the proof in [ 151 shows that there exists a fixed point yk E Bk(tO) of 
T,, 0 d k < n - 1. Each fixed point is again a solution of (1). If we set 
vi= yn-iv 1 Gi<n, then (v,, . . . . v,} again satisfy (II), and in turn, also 
satisfy (4). 
Remark. That eventual disconjugacy of (1) does not imply (1) is right 
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disfocal on [a, cc), for u sufficiently large, is easy to see. Consider the 
equation 
y” + 2L” + J’ = 0, (9) 
which is disconjugate on any interval. However, since the solution y(t) = 
(t - a) e-’ satisfies y(a) = y’(a + 1) = 0, the equation (9) is not right disfocal 
on any interval. 
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